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OVERVIEW:

This manual represents the cumulative scientific discoveries for how to commercially farm the Florida Pompano which the authors started in 1972. This manual is intended to describe all the necessary methods from broodstock collection to controlled spawning to the worlds only advanced techniques for hatchery production, to fry grow out and to the farming methods for successful and profitable grow out of market ready fish.

Historically, the authors and the other associated company, Mariculture Technologies International, Inc. have published numerous technical papers regarding the farming of the Florida Pompano. However, it is very important to point out that the very sensitive technologies, designs and methods have never been published to the public. Those methodologies are well described in this manual only.

Lastly, this manual will only describe the step-by-step methods needed to successfully farm the Pompano. The discussions as to why these methods work as compared to other farming techniques reported extensively in the literature and discussion as to how these methodologies were discovered are not presented.
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